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Abstract: Results of our experiments on artificial ball lightning generation are presented. Our first test series obtained luminescent
objects resembling natural ball lightning by RF discharges from a Möbius strip (loop) as non-directed electrical circuit. In the second
series of experiments we obtained dark clots, also similar to ball lightning observed in nature.
This paper attempts to elucidate the generation mechanism of luminous or dark atmospheric objects. We explain generation of ball
lightning by a new approach to understanding of the superconductivity phenomenon. As antenna for emission and reception of
electromagnetic waves at radio frequencies, we find Möbius strips with conducting surface suitable for tracking massive objects in space.

1. Introduction

One unsolved problem in 20th century physics is to clarify the nature of ball lightning (BL). Many works
address this question, which however did not lead to unambiguous answers about the essential nature of
these objects. The answer to this question can be obtained in pilot studies enhancing their theoretical
constructs. The question of obtaining an artificial BL from undirected paths forming a Möbius strip was
studied in [1, 2]. The purpose of this paper is continuation of previous studies, and explanation of the
results obtained on the basis of the developed world electrodynamic approach.

2. First Group of Experiments

Figures 1 and 2 show electric discharges in non-oriented loops forming a Möbius strip (MS).

Figure 1: Discharge on a rotating Möbius strip. The upper
part shows a luminescent formation in the form
of ball lightning. Black and gray BL-like objects
appear below at right.

Figure 2: Discharge on a non-rotating Möbius strip. An
opaque screen partly covers the picture on the
right. Glow in the form of a spherical BL
formation with two tabs appears at the bottom.
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To elucidate the properties of luminous and dark objects ejected from the MS, image processing was
carried out by an automatic photometer, followed by a refreshing of the scanned picture of the object.
Figures 3 and 4 show the results of image processing.

Figure 4: Selected area from Fig. 1 with black area in the form of ball lightning (to the left), and the result of photometric
processing (to the right).

Figure 3: Photo of luminous spherical formation in Fig. 2 in form of ball lightning with two tabs (to the left) and the result of the
photometric processing (to the right).

Manufacturing technology of MS, and how they are connected with a power source and other details
for the discharge experiments with MS were given in details for the first time in [1]. Briefly they are as
follows. The basic construction for generation of BL analogues is an electrical model of MS. The design
consists of a flat dielectric base coated on one side with copper or aluminum (model MS-one sided). As
the coating material were investigated also C (carbon), Ti, Fe, Ni, Zn, Ga, Zr, Nb, Mo, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Ta,
W, Pb, Bi in the form of films deposited in vacuum, or glued foils. Of these materials the most well-
applied conductive metals are: Cu, Al, Ag. As dielectric base were used dielectrics of both organic and
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inorganic origin, such as glass. For gluing of foils were used bonding adhesives of organic origin, as well
as epoxy resins.

For the manufacturing of MS a work piece is made of dielectric material coated with a metal foil. The
workpiece of the dielectric must be a few millimeters wider and shorter that the piece of metal foil. One
end of the dielectric strip is turned with respect to the other clockwise or counter-clockwise over ð. Left-
turned MS is defined when the turning was in a clockwise direction and likewise was defined a right
turned MS. Then, without changing the position of making ends, we twisted strips and glued them to
each other overlapping. Then we glued a metallic conductor. The film thickness should not exceed 800-
1000 nm at vacuum deposition on the dielectric film; film thickness can reach 1-3 microns by chemical
plating. The limiting thickness of a glued foil is 50 microns.

To rotate MS with simultaneous electrical excitation, a conductive device was developed. It is a unit
of dielectric and metallic details fastened in a hole in the center of the MS strip in a place of insulating
base gluing.

Preliminary to inclusion of MS as a load to the power circuit, we performed MS processing with high-
frequency current using a Tesla generator 60 seconds at most, and also by sinusoidal and pulse voltages
up to 10 V. We also used signal modulation. Then the RF generator was disconnected. MS prepared in
such a way were included in the power circuit with parameters 220 V, 50 Hz, 6-10 A. MS inclusion schemes
can be a single-phase and three-phase, see Fig. 5. In this work we used only the single-phase circuit for
the right-handed MS.

Figure 5: Diagrams of the Möbius strip with circuit connections. At left: single-phase connections; at right: three-phase
connections.

3. Results of the Second Group of Experiments

To clarify the nature of the objects we have performed numerical simulations of the current distribution
on the surface of MS, the results of which are presented in [2]. As a result it became clear that the laws of
electrodynamics in the form of the classical Maxwell equations on the surface of MS, differs from the
known sources of electromagnetic radiation. This situation requires clarification in experimental and in
theoretical aspects. We investigate the distribution of the electromagnetic signal at the surface of MS over
points.

To this purpose we made two MS with the following parameters. The first MS (Fig. 6) is a rectangular
strip with length 430 mm, width 35 mm and thickness 0.3 mm. It was cut from fiberglass foiled on both
sides. In assembling, its torsion was made counter-clockwise.
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The second MS was a rectangular strip whose length was
1600 mm, width 50 mm and the thickness was 0.47 mm. In both
cases, the thickness of the conductor was equal to 0.05 mm; it
was made of copper (mark M1). The dielectric of the second
MS, having a thickness of 0.37 mm, was made of X-ray film
without removing the photosensitive layer. In assembling its
torsion was also performed anti-clockwise (the so-called right-
MS). In addition, for comparison with the first MS a ring of 35
mm width and a length of 860 mm was made. The surfaces of
both MS and the rings were divided in squares. The first MS
and the ring was divided in squares with a side of 5 mm, the
second MS - in squares with a side of 10 mm. A photo of the
first MS (No. 1) is represented in Fig. 6. A block diagram of the
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 6: Möbius strip No. 1 with the measuring
points.

 Figure 7: Block diagram for studying of voltages on the surface of Möbius strip at grid points in Fig. 6. All connections used
coaxial cable with impedance 50 ohm. Signals were measured with respect to ground. 1-amplifier; 2-matching reactance;
3-generator; 4-oscilloscope.

The role of the oxide layer on the surface of MS should be emphasized. If the oxide layer is thin, about
100 nm, the signal under study is recorded in the RF frequency range of the signal applied to the MS. By
increasing the thickness of the oxide layer on aluminum and copper, the frequency of the applied signal
can be reduced to 1.5 kHz, and even down to 50 Hz without significant decrease in the signal amplitude
under study.

Since the basic properties of MS are connected with its geometrical features, it is necessary to consider
some of them. In Fig. 8 one can see the classical scheme of the MS [3].

Figure 8: Geometrical scheme of the Möbius strip con- necting vertex point A with C, and B with D. Triangles ADE and BCE
share E as common vertex. Vectors DA, AB form an oriented sequence. AC and BC define null vectors. MS is non-
oriented object with centerline FK.
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For further explanation we need to introduce additional terms, see Fig. 9. Let us denote part ODA of
the surface as pseudo-funnel 1, and part AFO as pseudo-funnel 2. By our basic hypothesis, the null vectors
DC and BF in Fig. 8 form a wall reflecting wave propagating by the conductor. If the position of the
reflection of the triangle BC bases on AD in Fig. 8 change simultaneously, then waves will be reflected
from wall AD, then from wall BC, and oscillations will develop with wavelengths as multiples of the
length of the conductor MS. Still, transport of energy beyond wire boundaries doesn’t occur.

Figure 9: Isometric projection of Möbius strip with symmetry axes OA, FB, DC. Point O marks the input connection with single-
phase power (see Fig. 5). The solid thick line traces the centerline of the MS surface.

As shown in [2], pseudo-funnels 1 and 2 form a wave anti-node, and the spiral transition forms a
node. If we cut the MS along the middle line, it will not fall apart into two pieces but will rather form a bi-
oriented surface. This property of non-oriented surfaces is well known [3]. If there were no middle line
formed by opposing currents flowing across the surface of the MS, then release of energy from MS would
be impossible. And BL analogues will not have time to form.

We can therefore conclude that the middle line should have special properties, and MS cut over it is a
capacitor. In addition, MS has another topological property. Let us imagine a circle put on the surface of
MS and give it some spin, for example, in a clockwise direction. In going along the MS strip the same
circle will be located opposite his former position, and with opposite direction of rotation [3].

Consider MS model in terms of electrodynamics. Suppose that somehow we have set electron motion
in a definite direction over the surface of MS, made of a solid piece of a metal. Then, electrons with one
direction of rotation will move towards electrons with another rotation direction across the strip until
they meet. Such electrons can form pairs called Cooper pairs, and a superconducting region appears over
the midline of MS.

To implement electron motion over the surface in real MS models, we have to split the surface and
locate an insulator between the divided parts. Then electrons cannot cross the dielectric spacer, and electron
flow logic prohibits formation of Cooper pairs. We shall see that this is not true.

Comparison of MS with a ring of the same size and material showed that signals and surface currents
on the MS were more than 5-10 times greater than on the untwisted ring. This property can be explained
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by assuming that MS surface currents do not always go along the conductor, but instead by a transverse
motion form a median line for carrying energy like Cooper pairs.

Now it becomes clear why our experiments required preliminary RF currents transmission over the
MS surface from the Tesla generator with RF pulse voltage of 30 kV [1]. At preparation of MS to the
discharge, the MS electrodes received RF voltage during 30 and 60 seconds. In this case, the conductive
MS surface did not become completely superconducting, and development of the discharge with release
of BL became possible. Increased preparation time led to weak discharges, or their absence [1]. In this
case, at current passage time greater than 60 s, transmits the MS conductor for 70% up to 100% into a
superconducting state.

Preliminary exposure to high-frequency currents brings MS in a prepared state. When external power
is shut off, signals circulating in closed superconducting loops are easily recorded by oscilloscope in the
voltage range of tens millivolts. Increased numbers of transverse regions, signal amplitudes and MS surface
currents eventually leads to supercritical currents, intense evaporation of conducting and dielectric
material, and to MS explosion.

The electromagnetic field in pseudo-funnels forms shock waves in air. Consider Fig. 10 for the formation
of electromagnetic shock waves in the MS pseudo-funnel. In one of them, the electric field E is directed
away from the pseudo-funnels and the magnetic field H is dissipated. In another, the electric field E is
dissipated and the magnetic field H is directed away from the pseudo-funnels. Here, black lines and
arrows are the vectors E, and gray ones are vectors of H.

By experimental simulation and by comparing of the signal from the metal ring with those of MS of
the equal length, as we said above, it appears that the current on the surface of MS is 5 to 10 times greater
than on a ring of the same width, length, and conductive material. The simplest explanation could be that
transverse currents locally flow in conductive strips. One of them can be a nodal line of the standing EM
wave and sides of the pseudo-funnels DA and BC marked by arrows in Fig. 8. Evaporation of the conductor
in this area was observed repeatedly. If we consider the distribution of electromagnetic field vectors
propagating along the MS edge, we see that the output of the pseudo-funnel has formed some electric
field configuration of high strength.

Figure 10: Scheme of dense region formation in pseudo-funnel 1. Straight lines for electric field vectors E, arrows for magnetic
field vectors H.
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Figure 10 only shows the vertical polarization, but as it changes within a certain angle in the volume
of the pseudo-funnel, a denser region of the electric field is formed in the whole pseudo-funnel volume in
several layers. Subsequent excitation of a large-amplitude wave train ionizes air in the dense region, and
ponderomotive forces eject products of erosion along the MS pseudo-funnel axis. A luminous analog of
BL is formed. Conversely in pseudo-funnel 2, compression by magnetic forces takes place. We suppose
that large compressive forces in air and intense destruction of dielectric material forms a mixture that
loses its transparency as a dark region which is a black analog of BL. With reasonable certainty we can
state that the luminous analog and the black analog of BL have a greater density than air, which served as
source material.

Of particular interest is node E in Fig. 8 as the area of spiral transition. Namely in the region of the MS
node, formation of a special type of waves with electromagnetic component, poorly shielded by
conventional technical means is possible. Conventionally, we call it the electromagnetic wave Z (EMW-
Z). Our measured values of MS surface amplitudes had a clear effect of massive space objects fixing: the
Sun, the Moon and planets, and large bodies like asteroids. With an increase in transmitted current and
surface area of the MS, a position detection of objects, as well as the amplitude of received signals are
increased, and their frequency decreases. In addition, an increase of incoming signal frequency up to 2
MHz, while the oscillation frequency of the exciting signal of the active MS antenna is in the range 0.5-0.8
MHz.

For the above-mentioned study of the electromagnetic signal distribution on the surface of MS, we used
the generator with saw-tooth profile in the frequency range 516-810 kHz. This frequency is necessary for
rotation of the polarization plane of the electromagnetic wave over the MS. However, the rotation speed of
the polarization plane of the electromagnetic wave with low-Z signal is very low, of order tens seconds.
Accordingly, the wave length very long, and the frequency is very low. We observed the EMW-Z at the
maximal scan time available to our oscilloscopes, equal to 18 seconds for complete passage of the screen.

3. Modeling the Current Distribution on the MS Surface

As noted above, ref. [2] made numerical simulations of current distribution on the MS surface, and ambient
magnetic field from Maxwell’s equations in quasi-static approximation. This is justified in experimental
situations with alternating voltage at constant frequency applied to the MS surface. The simulation results
in [2] are very different from above-presented experimental results. Possible causes of such discrepancies
are the lack of a continuous vector normal to the MS surface, needed for correct descriptions of magnetic
field and electric current vectors. Now we present preliminary results of motion of space charge modeled
by conservation equations for charge and momentum density [4]. In fact, moving space charge is seen as
continuum motion admitting formation of discontinuities in solutions to sets of zero Lebesque measure;
for more detail, see [4].

The approach proposed in [4] shows the applicability of this idea and the proximity of the simulation
results to the measured physical characteristics. On the basis of Euler equations as in ref. [5], the equations
are written in the following form:
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All functions are mapped in R3. Here �×(u�(�u)) is a nonlinear screw-symmetric derivative with
components �(�uiuj)/�xi, i, j = 1, 2, 3; � is mass density and �e charge density; vector u is the group velocity;
D is the vacuum displacement vector such that ��D = �; ��= �/�e= m/q is a constant ratio of mass and
charge densities, see [4]; G is the scalar electric potential G(x,t) = Gmsin(�mt+�) on the boundary, with
source amplitude Gm, frequency �m and phase �. This reflects most closely the experimental method for
supplying an alternating voltage; De and Be are external electric and magnetic vectors. In this formulation
we neglect the intrinsic magnetic field, which greatly simplifies the task and can be justified at this stage
by results obtained in [2].

Initial Boundary Value Problem (IBVP) is posed in terms of G, u and r by MS topology written in R3

as:
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where R, l and h denote the radius of the center line, the width of the strip and the strip thickness. Figure
11 decomposes the MS into non-uniform finite volumes along and across its surface. Real movement of
charge occurs only along the MS surface, where the initial boundary value problem (IBVP) of Eqs. 2 is
solved.

Figure 11: Parametrization of Möbius strip partiti-oned into finite volumes for initial value problem.

Conditions of source and drain of charges are set on the line joining the conductors (see the
experimental part), and source potential G is set. The initial state takes charge at rest and uniformly
distributed on the MS surface with zero total charge.

The method to solve Eqs. (1) of gas dynamics was developed by one of the authors in [6-8]; here the
detailed description is omitted for brevity. Space discretization uses finite volumes with flow computation
on faces by the TVB-WENO scheme with ninth-order accuracy. The time integration applies an explicit
TVD Runge-Kutta method of fourth order [8]. Parallelization of graphic processor units speeds up the
calculation [7]. All calculations are done with double precision on the GPU NVIDIA TESLA C2050.
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To verify the method we made a simulation of a solenoid consisting of two planar coils with charge
sources and sinks at the beginning and end of the solenoid. Voltage at the ends of the solenoid was set by
an AC generator at frequencies of 100-300 kHz. Results of voltage calculation confirmed the experimental
data with accuracy 15-25%, which can be considered satisfactory in simplified formulations of the problem.
Here we show the intensity change of the charge (the difference in shading), and as a consequence, the
electric potential on the plane. Homogeneous fillings correspond to unchanging electric field, changing
shadings corresponds to the change of the electric field.

Figure 12: Picture of |��| after short-time solutions (of order one voltage oscillation period), projected onto the XY plane
bordering the “outer” side of MS.

Figure 12 shows a detailed map of MS on two-dimensional plane, which plots the function |Ññ|
Such functions show the steepness of density profiles, and indirectly also for the electric field. After some
simulation time (about 4-5 oscillation periods) moving “standing wave” is formed on the MS surface
which stores a considerable potential. Moreover successive frames in Fig. 13 shows formation of shock
fronts, and their propagation and reflections at strip edges.

Figure 13: RF dynamics of space charge motion on a Möbius strip. Field |��|, projected on XY, mapping «outer» MS plane.
Time steps between successive pictures are 0.01/�m.
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A qualitative comparison with the experimental results for MS is shown in Fig. 14. The data survey
connected the oscilloscope to MS points in Fig. 6, and measured the voltage at these points with respect
to ground. One of the measurements was compared with the results of numerical calculations at the
same points on the center line of the MS, as shown in Figure 13. For approximate calculations the challenge
is to find a qualitative agreement between measured voltages profiles and computed voltages rescaled to
experimental results. As one can see, the calculated and experimental results in Fig. 14 show a clear
correlation. The picture caused by a complex interaction of charge fields due to surface normal vector
singularity on the MS. This explains the occurrence of maxima and minima in the voltage in Fig. 14,
moving along the scan MS.

Figure 14: Comparison of measured and computed voltages profiles on the surface of a Möbius strip. Solid lines - averaged
experimental data; Dots - numerical calculation from Eqs. 2. N - successive points along the MS surface, A - amplitude
in mV.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

1. Our experimental and theoretical work describes energy flow on a conducting Möbius strip (MS).
2. Our experiments form long-lived luminous and dark objects similar to natural ball lightning. We

shown that MS-generated ball lightning analogs are heavier than air.
3. Our theoretical approach reveals complex electrodynamics in conducting surfaces of MS.
4. Our computational model solves MS electrodynamics as initial boundary value problem. Ongoing

work includes description of electric currents in conducting MS surfaces.
Our work shows that Möbius strip topology can realize a new type of superconductivity at any

temperature. This phenomenon plays a crucial role in the generation of natural ball lightning and its
laboratory analogs.

Noteworthy are MS properties as antenna for emission and reception of electromagnetic waves.
Experimenters with appropriate equipment could relatively easily implement a tracking system monitoring
massive space objects by MS wave components.
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